Improvement in Power Factor (PF) is vital issue in power electronics field. For three phase inverter, Distributed Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System (DFACTS) devices are used with grid connections. DFACTS devices helps to enhance the active power level whereas with reduction in Reactive power level. To maintain the power factor approximately one, it is necessary to control reactive power at Inverter. This paper represents MATLAB simulation of Grid connected Inverter using DFACTS devices for power factor improvement. Power factor is improving with the help of DFACTS devices for grid connected inverter.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power system supplies electric energy to customers. In the last few decades the extensive growth of industries results into tremendous demand of electrical energy. The demand for large amount of power increases the burden on the electrical energy generation station. Generation station is supposed to provide electrical energy to the distribution system and finally reached to consumers. All consumer products need electrical energy with higher power quality for larger life span. But, the difficulty lies in the maintenance of the electrical power quality [1]- [7] .
There are many disadvantages of poor and low power quality. It may lead to higher power losses, abnormal and unusual behavior of electrical equipment, and interference with the nearby communication lines, poor voltage profile, harmonics, sag and swells in the voltage, poor and low distortion and displacement factor. Consumer equipments are more sensitive to variation of power quality and power quality is load sensitive [8] - [12] .
The fundamental problem is the non-sinusoidal current of inverters and ripple in the rectifiers that contain the fundamental as well as higher order harmonic components. The displacement and distortion factors also become poor as these devices draw leading or lagging and non-sinusoidal current from the supply, thereby resulting in the injection of harmonics in the distribution systems [13] . The harmonic current then starts flowing across the line and source impedance and this causes distortion of voltages, excessive power loss and voltage drop. Malfunctioning of protection, control, and the metering equipment occurs as the power supply gets distorted [14] . Hence, Power system needs for the compensation of higher power quality. Many consumers are also there whose need of power quality is high than what provided by the electrical networks. So it's very much essential to obtain a higher quality of electrical power [15] .
Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System (FACTS) devices are used widely in order to compensate higher power quality. In order to assure a high and better power quality, custom power devices and Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System (FACTS) devices are used widely. Distributed Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System (FACTS) devices are an alternative solution to solve the main problem of the last generation of Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System (FACTS) devices. It offers a higher performance and lower cost method for enhancing smart or micro grids controllability and reliability. This system provides many potential benefits since they are less expensive and smaller than usual The proposed system consists of signal conditioning circuit, system controller and control parameters, switching controller, inverter, D-FACTS devices and load. The signal conditioning system may be voltage and current sensing or detection system along with signal conversion unit. The system controller is used to control the different tasks of the grid connected inverter based on the different conditions. The switching controller controls the switching actions of power devices of inverter.
The grid connected inverter using D-FACTS devices is deployed. The Parameter samples are taken into consideration for the analysis of the grid connected inverter performance. The performance of grid connected inverter regarding power quality is based on the control algorithm process by system controller. Switching actions of power devices of grid connected inverter is decided by switching controller operated by system controller. The control parameters are assumed to be ideal for power quality improvement of grid connected inverter Distributed Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System (D-FACTS) devices for Grid connected inverter provide the power factor improvement, minimization of harmonics and voltage stability, Where intelligent power quality monitoring and improvement can be achieved via the usage of Distributed FACTS, controller and control algorithm along with embedded devices. Without using D-FACTS devices, power factor is 0.8 shown in fig.2 .Active power increases and reactive power is also varies, so that power factor is 0. Fig.3 .shows Power Factor for Close Loop. In Close Loop, Active power is increasing because of DFACTS devices which are connected across the inverter. DFACTS Devices helps to control the fluctuations in active power and reduces the reactive power.With the use of DFACTS devices, the power factor is improved upto 0.99 i.e. approximatly 1. So, the effect of these devices is observed on Power Factor. Power factor is approximatly one. For open loop, Reactive power is more as compared to Active power. For close loop, Active power is more as compared to reactive power. 
